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Could AI create more net jobs?

• BMW has increased employment 

by c.40% since 2010

• Research and development 

spend has increased dramatically

• Technology can enable 

companies to tackle higher value 

problems

• So let us continue to embrace it
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Problems in asset management

• Generating returns for investors that are above their benchmark (e.g. JSE All Share index) has become difficult 

• Asset managers need an  information edge 

• Analytical edge to make better investments 

• Eliminate human behavioural bias

• Rise of passive investment means huge pressure on fees

• Traditional active managers need for manpower for back and middle office processes, as well as large 

investment teams for research purposes

• ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) investing and responsible investing has become important for 

large retirement funds
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Deep neural nets outperforms humans

• Already better than humans at pattern 

recognition

• Can beat the best humans in complex 

games like chess, Go 

• Investment problems are a natural fit
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Different skills are needed

• Most portfolio managers in SA are either CAs 

or CFAs

• Ideas tend to cluster - many are fans of 

Buffet and some derivation of value investing

• We broadened skillset to include data 

scientists, data engineers, physicists and 

quantitative fields (PhD and MSc level)
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Smart filtering

• “Smart Factors” to screen ideas 

• AI is scalable and can be performed on a 

huge investment universe

• Replaces the need for large, expensive 

research teams
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Scraping financial statements

• Machines can transcribe 100s of financial 

tables in seconds

• Fundamental analysis models populated in 

seconds

• Key words and trends in tone

• This takes humans hours or even days
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Alternative data – Satellites images 

At the start of the year there was 

a strong view that South Africa 

was likely to experience maize 

shortages and hence maize 

prices were high

We used satellite imagery and 

machine learning models to 

accurately track the South African 

maize crop – which eventually was 

a slight surplus

This was also useful for our 

forecasts and expectations for 

Astral foods as 67% if their costs 

are maize (Astral is a chicken 

producer)
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Sum more important than the parts
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The engineering challenge is critical

• This cannot be done on desktop and would require massive computing power

• Excel and spreadsheets have been phased out – we use databases and languages like R and Python to process 

the information

• Therefore we solve this using cloud computing

• This allows us to use powerful computing facilities for short bursts of time

• Massive amounts of cheap storage for vast amounts of data that we store

• Cloud computing and architecture is vital
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We still need humans in the process

• AI relies on historic data being relevant

• Structural changes – like Modern Monetary 

Theory together with negative interest rates

• ESG – requires human engagement 
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Responsible custodians of capital

• AI allows our team to focus more on tasks that humans are more suited to do – but many asset managers ignore

• South Africa has been rocked recently by poor governance in publicly listed companies – and traditional asset 

managers need to share the blame here

• SA listed firms have a tremendous track record of destroying capital due to lethargic shareholders

• Material damage by some firms to the environment  and society (Lewis and many unsecured lenders/Sasol)
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Conclusion

• Approximately half of consumers are in default on their personal loans – yet the sector is reaping large profits

• Loans that are expensive create poverty because the borrowing costs (30% to 200%) are higher than the 

benefits of the loan

• We have been asking critical questions and fought hard to get attention to this scourge on our society

• We ask whether it is ethical for pension funds to invest in the vehicles that trap their members in poverty

• We will not invest in such until management teams move to eliminate this practice
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